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A B S T R A C T

Spectral tuning is important for the development of persistent phosphors. Here we introduce a color conversion
concept to obtain abundant persistent luminescence spectra in addition to existing methods of exploring new
matrix and/or dopants. In this study, CaAl2O4:Eu,Nd was chosen as a blue persistent donor phosphor, while
Lu3Al5O12:Ce and other four commercial phosphors were explored as conversion phosphors to obtain colorful
persistent luminescence spectra. Both the persistent donor phosphor and conversion phosphors were embedded
into resin, forming ternary composite chips to ensure efficient energy transfer. Continuous color tuning were
realized by simply changing the mass ratio of the persistent donor phosphor vs. conversion phosphor. Our work
will be significant in indicating other persistent/conversion composite materials or nanostructures with abun-
dant spectral properties.

1. Introduction

The emission of persistent phosphors can persist for a long time after
the cessation of excitation. Persistent luminescence and persistent
phosphors are arousing increasing interests and have found abundant
applications in night vision materials, security signals, art painting,
mechanical stress detection, high energy particle detection, optical in-
formation storage, catalysis, analysis, time-resolved bioimaging, etc
[1–3]. Apparently, these applications rely on the synthesis of persistent
phosphors with abundant spectral properties. Many new phosphors
have been reported, usually by developing new matrix and/or new
dopants. For example, Ca0.2Mg0.9Zn0.9Si2O6:Eu,Dy,Mn is the first de-
veloped persistent phosphor in persistent luminescence imaging [4,5].
Cr-doped gallium oxide related phosphors represents the current
dominating ones [6–12]. Novel Cr/Ga-free persistent phosphors are
being explored such as Zn3Ga2Ge2O10:Ni2+ [13], LaAlO3:Mn4+,Ge4+

[14], BaZrSi3O9:Eu2+, Pr3+ [15], KGaGeO4:Bi3+ [16], semiconducting
polymer [17], metal organic framework [18], etc. Although a number
of new persistent phosphors have been explored, to date, CaA-
l2O4:Eu,Nd (blue, CAO) and SrAl2O4:Eu,Dy (green) still represents the
most efficient commercial ones [19,20].

Regarding spectral tuning, in addition to explore new matrix or
dopants, a color conversion strategy has been widely applied in the field
of LED lighting to obtain white light [21]. Generally, a blue semi-
conductor lighting chip and color conversion phosphors are mixed to-
gether. Then, conversion phosphors absorb part of the blue light and

emit green, yellow and/or red light to generate abundant visible colors
based on the trichromatic theory [22–26]. Inspired by these works in
LED color tuning, we propose that multicolor persistent spectral tuning
can also be realized by color conversion. Here, CAO is chosen as a
persistent donor as it is currently the most efficient blue persistent
phosphor [19]. Ce3+-doped lutetium aluminum garnet
(Lu3Al5O12:Ce3+, LuAG), which is one of the most efficient green color
conversion phosphors in LED industry, is used as a color conversion
phosphor [27–29]. We try to tune the blue persistent luminescence by
changing the mass ratio of LuAG in CAO/LuAG composite. This color
conversion strategy was further explored by using four other conversion
phosphors to generate abundant persistent color.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, Al(NO3)3·9H2O, HBO3, urea and nitric acid are AR
reagents and used as received. Europium oxide, neodymium oxide, and
cerium oxide are 4N reagents and their nitrate solutions are prepared by
dissolving oxides in nitric acid. Granular activated charcoal are used to
generate weak reductive atmosphere to reduce Eu3+ and Ce4+ during
annealing. Four commercial phosphors (LMY-4453-C, LMY-5049-C,
LAM-R-6534, LAM-R-6831), were purchased from Luming Technology
Group Co., LTD (China).
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2.2. Synthesis of CAO

The synthesis of CAO was according to a reported sol-gel/combus-
tion method with modifications [30,31]. Briefly, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, Al
(NO3)3·9H2O, HBO3, urea, Eu(NO3)3, and Nd(NO3)3 were dissolved in
deionized water according to a formula of (Ca0.97Eu0.01Nd0.02)Al2O4.
5% (molar ratio) of HBO3 was used as flux. The molar ratio of urea vs.
metal ions was 10. The precursor was dried in an oven at 90 °C, forming
a xerogel. Then, the xerogel was put into a pre-heated muffle furnace at
600 °C and held in it for 2 h to remove all the organic matter. After
cooled to room temperature, the mixture was milled using a mortar and
then put into a small corundum crucible with cover. The small crucible
was buried into activated carbon in a bigger corundum crucible with
cover. The sample was annealed under reductive carbon atmosphere at
1100 °C for 5 h. Finally, CAO powder sample was obtained after the

sample was cooled down to room temperature naturally and milled.

2.3. Synthesis of LuAG

LuAG sample was synthesized by using a similar combustion
method as that of CAO. The only difference is that the precursor was
prepared according to a formula of Lu2.97Ce0.03Al5O12.

2.4. Preparation of CAO/LuAG/resin ternary composite chips

CAO/LuAG powder with predetermined mass ratio was mixed with
a commercial A/B transparent epoxy resin. The total mass of CAO/
LuAG powder was controlled to be 100mg, while the volume of the
used resin controlled to be 500 μL. The CAO/LuAG/resin mixture was
put into a mould with a diameter of 2 cm and kept in the air at room
temperature (~28 °C) overnight. The resin was solidified and the
composite chip was formed after removing the mould. The samples
were labeled with the mass content of LuAG (calculated by mLuAG/
(mLuAG +mCAO)).

2.5. Characterization

The X-ray diffraction pattern was acquired by using a powder dif-
fractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) (D2 PHASER, AXS,
Germany). The photoluminescence and persistent luminescence spectra
were obtained by using a fluorophotometer (Lumina, ThermoFisher,
USA). The morphologies were observed by using a field emission
scanning electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of 5 kV (S-
4800, Hitachi, Japan).

3. Results and discussion

As indicated in Fig. 1a, the diffraction pattern of the as-synthesized

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-synthesized CAO persistent phosphor and LuAG phosphor.

Fig. 2. Photoluminescence and afterglow emission spectra of the as-synthesized
LuAG and CAO, respectively.
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CAO corresponds well with that of monoclinic CaAl2O4 (JCPDS card no.
23-1036). No apparent impurity diffraction peaks can be observed,
indicating the successful doping of Eu and Nd into CaAl2O4 lattice. The
size of CAO particles range from ~100 to ~10 µm, as shown in Fig. 1c.
The as-synthesized LuAG possesses a garnet crystal structure with dif-
fraction pattern corresponding with Lu3Al5O12 garnet (JCPDS card no.

731368) (Fig. 1b). The as-synthesized LuAG has a size ranging from
~200 to ~2 µm. Both CAO and LuAG samples have relatively small
sizes which is smaller than most of commercial LED conversion phos-
phors (~10 µm). Thus, efficient color conversion may be possible.

In order to establish an efficient color conversion luminescence
system, an overlap between donor's emission and acceptor's excitation
is a prerequisite. The photoluminescence excitation/emission spectra of
LuAG in Fig. 2 indicate that LuAG phosphor can be efficiently excited
by a wide spectral range from 400 to 500 nm and emit green light
peaking at ~530 nm. Notably, its excitation spectrum overlays well
with the persistent luminescence spectrum of CAO from 400 to 500 nm
with an peak at ~440 nm. Therefore, LuAG can serve as a possible ef-
ficient conversion phosphor for CAO. In order to study the influence of
mass ratio to spectral tuning, CAO/LuAG phosphors with diverse mass
ratios were buried into a resin forming thin round chips. The afterglow
emission spectra (Fig. 3a) can be divided into two peaks from ~470 nm.
The “blue” peaks, originating from CAO, decreases along with the in-
crease of LuAG content. The blue emission shifts from ~440 to
~420 nm, indicating an efficient energy transfer from CAO to LuAG
(Fig. 3b). New “green” peaks shift from ~504 to ~523 nm along with
the increase of LuAG content, which can be assigned to the fluorescence
emission of LuAG excited by the persistent luminescence of CAO
(Fig. 3c). Although greener emission can be obtained by increasing the
content of conversion phosphor, LuAG. The persistent luminescence

Fig. 3. Persistent luminescence spectra (a) of CAO/LuAG chip samples with diverse LuAG content after irradiation with a violet torch (395 nm, 9 w). The inset picture
is a digital picture of the glowing chips in dark. (b) and (c) are the analysis of the blue and green peaks of the spectra, respectively.

Fig. 4. Persistent luminescence spectra (a) of CAO/LuAG (50%) within 30min and decay curves (b) of CAO, and CAO/LuAG (50% of LuAG).

Table 1
Fitted parameters of the decay curves of CAO and CAO/LuAG (50% of LuAG)
using a dual exponential decay model.

Sample τ1/min τ2/min R2

CAO at 440 nm 8.26 49.47 0.999
CAO/LuAG at 420 nm 8.04 46.56 0.999
CAO/LuAG at 523 nm 8.16 45.83 0.999

Table 2
Photoluminescence information of the commercial phosphors.

Pro. No. Excitation/nm Emission/nm

LMY-4453-C 450–470 543
LMY-5049-C 450–470 563
LAM-R-6534 350–550 625
LAM-R-6831 350–550 645
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intensity decreases along with an increasing LuAG content due to less
CAO exists. The optimal mass content of LuAG is found to be 50%
because of its max emission at 523 nm in all the sample chips.

The afterglow emission color of CAO/LuAG (50% of LuAG) can
retain stable during the whole observation period, as shown in Fig. 4a.
The persistent luminescence of CAO/LuAG can be detected for more
than 5 h (Fig. 4b). Both of the persistent emission at 420 nm and 523 nm

follow dual exponential decay model. In comparison with the decay
curve of CAO, CAO/LuAG composite possesses quite similar decay ki-
netics (Table 1). Therefore, the new persistent emission at 523 nm
originates from the persistent excitation of the blue emission of CAO
and follows similar decay kinetics of the persistent donor phosphor. The
similar values of τ1, τ2 of CAO and CAO/LuAG at 420 nm indicate that
there is no significant feedback influence of the converted persistent
emission (523 nm) on the blue donor persistent luminescence.

We further explored this color conversion strategy by using several
other conversion phosphors, as shown in Table 2. LMY-4453-C and
LMY-5049-C are Ce3+ activated ones with similar crystal structures as
that of the as-synthesized LuAG. LAM-R-6534 and LAM-R-6831 are
Eu2+ activated alkaline earth oxynitrides. All these four phosphors are
commercial products in LED industry. From their persistent lumines-
cence spectra in Fig. 5, blue shifts of the persistent emission peaks of
CAO can be observed in all samples, which is as similar as that of CAO/
LuAG sample. New persistent luminescence peaks appears at 543 nm,
556 nm, 617 nm, and 649 nm, corresponding to the fluorescence attri-
butes of the conversion phosphors. These results indicate that this color
conversion strategy may be widely applied for tuning persistent lumi-
nescence spectra.

Interestingly, the visible color of the samples can be tuned from
light green (CAO/LuAG), to light yellow (CAO/LMY-4453-C), and then
to white (CAO/LMY-5049-C) (Fig. 6). Regarding to white persistent
luminescence, Dy3+ is usually applied as emitters. However, the 4f-4f
transition of Dy3+ is forbidden and Dy3+ doped phosphors, such as
CdSiO3:Dy3+, can only be excited by UVC light, which means that it
can’t be excited efficiently by sunlight or room light and will hinder its
practical applications [32]. CAO/LMY-5049-C composite chip possesses
bright white persistent luminescence after violet light excitation, which

Fig. 5. Persistent luminescence spectra of (a) CAO/LMY-4453-C, (b) CAO/LMY-5049-C, (c) CAO/LAM-R-6534, and (d) CAO/LAM-R-6831 sample chips with a
conversion phosphor content of 50%. The total CAO/phosphor mass in each chip is 100mg. The inserted pictures are the afterglow images taken at 10min after the
cessation of LED excitation (395 nm, 9 w, 5min's irradiation).

Fig. 6. CIE chromaticity diagram and digital pictures of the multicolor CAO/
conversion phosphor samples. (a) CAO, (b) CAO/LuAG, (c) CAO/LMY-4453-C,
(d) CAO/LMY-5049-C, (e) CAO/LAM-R-6534, and (f) CAO/LAM-R-6831 sample
chips. The digital pictures were taken by using a SLR camera after the cessation
of LED excitation for 5min. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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can be seen for more than 5 h in the dark by naked eyes. Thus, this color
conversion strategy may find potential applications in persistent lumi-
nescence white LED, anti-fake painting, and safety identification for
energy saving lighting applications (Fig. 6). In addition, red persistent
luminescence, which is difficult to realize, can be obtained by using red
(LAM-R-6534) conversion phosphor. In the case of deep red persistent
luminescence, human eyes are relatively not sensitive to deep red
emission in the dark. Thus, the persistent luminescence color of CAO/
LAM-R-6831 seems violet. All the prepared sample chips can be seen by
naked eyes for over 5 h in the dark.

4. Conclusion

CAO, an efficient blue persistent phosphor can serve as an efficient
persistent energy donor to excite phosphors without persistent prop-
erties. Continuous color tuning persistent luminescence composite
material or device can be obtained by simply changing the mass ratio of
the donor persistent phosphor and conversion phosphor. Multicolor
spectral tuning of persistent luminescence can be realized by choosing
matched persistent/conversion phosphor pairs using this color con-
version strategy. Although this work only extends the persistent lumi-
nescence spectra from blue to deep red, we believe that near infrared
persistent luminescence may also be realized by using similar strategy.
This work will be significant in indicating other persistent/conversion
composite materials or nanostructures with abundant spectral proper-
ties.
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